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NON-TECHNICAL SUMMARY

For at least 40 years social and behavioral scientists have argued that their disciplines need to do more to help solve real world practical problems. But doing this has proved difficult. In this Essay, I describe three success stories where social and behavioral sciences have contributed important solutions and draw out evidence-based lessons for policy-makers, practitioners, university researchers and others who want to promote social and behavioral science informed actionable solutions to real world problems.

Researchers and policy makers are sometimes described as operating in ‘two communities’ or ‘parallel universes’ with different objectives, institutional logics, cultures, incentives and timeframes. However, these communities are not completely separate; within them policy-makers and researchers interact but often in comparatively unstructured ways. The same is true of university researchers and businesses, not-for-profits and civil society associations. For social and behavioral science contributions to policy, practice and other social and economic outcomes to be more than accidental, purposeful linkages across organisations and sectors need to be created. The mature form of such a linkage is an effective partnership between researchers and others, oriented to solving a practical problem, and characterised by a durable relationship between organisations, with common, synergistic and mutually beneficial objectives and outcomes.

Constructing scientific objectives as problems needing solutions or challenges to be overcome and embedding research within appropriate institutions and frameworks has driven innovation in computing, jet propulsion, lasers, satellites, cell phones, the Internet, GPS, digital imaging, nuclear and solar power and sequencing the human genome. Social and behavioral science based on solving real world problems and partnering deeply within and outside universities has substantial promise for improving policy and practice, enhancing relevance and impact and generating innovative breakthrough research.
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ABSTRACT

For at least 40 years social and behavioral scientists have argued that their disciplines need to do more to help solve real world practical problems. But doing this has proved difficult. In this Essay, I describe three success stories where social and behavioral sciences have contributed important solutions and draw out evidence-based lessons for policy-makers, practitioners, university researchers and others who want to promote social and behavioral science informed actionable solutions to real world problems.
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Partner engaged, solution-oriented research: three success stories

For at least 40 years social and behavioral scientists have argued that their disciplines need to do more to help solve real world practical problems\textsuperscript{1-7}. But doing this has proved difficult. In this Essay, I describe three success stories where social and behavioral sciences have contributed important solutions and draw out evidence-based lessons for policy-makers, practitioners, university researchers and others who want to promote social and behavioral science informed actionable solutions to real world problems.

Using Third-Party Policing to improve School attendance. Academic school achievement depends heavily on school attendance with little evidence of any safe threshold of school absence\textsuperscript{8}. Third-party policing\textsuperscript{9} attempts to control crime using non-offending third-party actors. Third-party policing strategies can be coercive as when police use landlords to discourage tenants in poor neighbourhoods from making what are perceived to be 911 nuisance calls\textsuperscript{10}. But third-party policing strategies can also support rather than punish. In Queensland, Australia, parents or guardians of students with high levels of unauthorised school absences face an escalating series of government responses culminating in prosecution and fines. Children from poor families are disproportionately at risk.

The Ability School Engagement Program (ASEP)\textsuperscript{11} is a partnership between researchers, Queensland Police Service and the Queensland Education Department to co-design and implement an intervention that ‘explained the legal escalation framework to the truants and their parents in a way that would raise awareness of the truancy laws, foster perceptions of the legitimacy of the laws, empower participants to willingly re-engage with school, and thereby, increase their school attendance’\textsuperscript{11, p.470}.

The intervention, implemented via family conferencing, was examined using a randomised field trial, in Brisbane, Australia. The control condition was business-as-usual response. Trial results showed that the program reduced official and self-reported truancy, assisted students to attend school and improved school attendance perceptions and behavior\textsuperscript{11}.

ASEP also contributed to the knowledge base for third-party policing by showing when police can forge productive partnerships with third parties. Productive partnerships occur when police collaborate with partners rather coercing them. Since third-party partners are often agencies with objectives like social welfare, police-third-party partnerships targeting different partners’ goals likely yield more effective and less punitive approaches to crime control\textsuperscript{12}.
Building commercial applications and new industries to support Indigenous people in remote regions. Spinifex is 69 species of native Australian grasses (genus *Triodia*) found in regional and remote Australia over one quarter of the Australian continent. Spinifex currently has no significant commercial use. In 2008 a research team including an architect-anthropologist, an architectural scientist, a nano-bio-engineer/material scientist, a botanist, a botanist-ecologist and an Aboriginal partner started a project using Western science and Indigenous knowledge to identify the properties and technology potential of spinifex grass.

The project has yielded new information about the anthropology of traditional Indigenous spinifex uses, the biology, genetics and ecology of *Triodia*, and optimal harvesting and land-management techniques. Spinifex nanocellulose fibrils have properties that make them suitable for commercial applications, including condoms, surgical gloves, compounded rubber, paper and packaging, ultrafine filtration and renewable carbon fibres. They are easily and economically processed.

An agreement between the University and the Aboriginal Corporation informed by principles in Australian native title legislation (Australian law’s recognition that Indigenous people have rights to their land based on traditional laws and customs) provides for joint commercialisation of intellectual property. This agreement creates an institutional framework for spinifex commercialisation that may help establish viable Aboriginal-owned industries in remote Australia where none currently exists.

The research agreement also shows how to build effective research and commercial partnerships between Australian Aboriginal people and western organisations like universities.

Addressing Antisocial Behaviour among Public Housing Tenants. In 2013 the Australian state of Queensland introduced a three strikes antisocial behavior policy for tenants living in state-owned housing. Tenants could receive strikes for behaviors such as excessive noise, loud music and parties, not keeping a property clean and tidy, or deliberate and minor damage. Households receiving three strikes in 12 months could be evicted. Tenants could also be evicted for ‘dangerous and severe actions’ such as seriously damaging the property or being charged by police for injuring a neighbor.

In the year after the policy was introduced, 2.5% of households received a strike, with nearly two-thirds for disruptive behavior. In the two years after the policy’s introduction the annual eviction rate more than tripled. In response, the state government commissioned a study of the policy’s rationale and implementation, its impact on tenants, and the evidence of the effectiveness of such approaches particularly in relation to tenants with substance abuse and mental health problems.

The study involved theoretical reviews, case studies and policy and administrative data analyses, showed that the policy did not appropriately account for the circumstances of public housing tenants with mental health and substance misuse problems and was therefore likely ineffective in
reducing antisocial behavior. The research also suggested how to improve the policy and recommended a further review that explicitly recognised public housing’s role in supporting tenants with complex needs.\(^{23}\)

The research sponsor, the Queensland Mental Health Commission, subsequently prepared a report to state Parliament (i.e. the state legislature), recommending specific changes to the three strikes policy, broader changes to public housing policy and closer integration with other policy agencies such as the state health department\(^{24}\). The state accepted and supported all recommendations and sought appropriate funding through the government budget process.

The Mental Health Commission also funded an independent evaluation of how it was able to secure effective policy and practice change in this instance. This evaluation identified three key drivers of successful research translation to policy and practice: the quality of the research evidence in the original commissioned project; the collaboration model among the Queensland Mental Health Commission, researchers, other government agencies and other public housing stakeholders; and the leadership of the Commission in scoping the original research, preparing the Parliamentary report and presenting a balanced, comprehensive view of the policy issues relating to public housing for tenants with mental health and substance abuse issues to the state legislature.\(^{25}\)

Lessons for encouraging more solution-oriented social and behavioral science

These three examples are successful applications of solution-oriented social and behavioral science. They are solution-oriented because they attempt to solve ‘real world’ practical problems\(^{2,3,5,6}\). They are successful because they achieve outcomes – new research findings, policy and practice changes, commercialisation and economic opportunities, better understandings of research-policy linkages – that would not have occurred otherwise. They are also distinctive because they were explicitly designed to realise practical, ‘extra-academic’ outcomes as well as standard research outcomes and outputs.

Researchers and policy makers are sometimes described as operating in ‘two communities’\(^{26}\) or ‘parallel universes’\(^{27}\) with different objectives, institutional logics, cultures, incentives and timeframes. However, these communities are not completely separate; within them policy-makers and researchers interact but often in comparatively unstructured ways\(^{28}\). The same is true of university researchers and businesses, not-for-profits and civil society associations\(^{29}\). For social and behavioral science contributions to policy, practice and other social and economic outcomes to be more than accidental, purposeful linkages across organisations and sectors need to be created\(^{29}\). The mature form of such a linkage is an effective partnership between researchers and others,
oriented to solving a practical problem, and characterised by a durable relationship between organisations, with common, synergistic and mutually beneficial objectives and outcomes\textsuperscript{29-32}. Effective partnerships between university and non-university actors undergird the examples at the beginning of this Essay.

Successful partnerships come from different forms of engagement between university researchers, policy makers and others. Research suggests that the most common ways university researchers engage with governments, policy makers, businesses and not-for-profits include:

- academic service on external boards and committees
- episodic or spot contracting of university research for short term needs
- strategic commissioning of research projects within an organisation’s larger research and development portfolio
- longer term research partnerships that transcend individual projects
- interactions for knowledge dissemination and transfer across sectors
- other forms of engagement that are focused on commercialising intellectual property such as technology transfer and the establishment of startups and spinouts\textsuperscript{29}

Partnerships where university researchers work directly on a non-university actor’s practical problem increase the likelihood that research solutions will be adopted\textsuperscript{4,33} over more passive strategies that assume that if researchers produce relevant research other actors will take that research up. One critical challenge is therefore to get researchers to work on partners’ practical problems. The second challenge is to design elements of the research ecosystem to produce outcomes that all participants (policy-makers, service deliverers, researchers, other stakeholders) value.

Partner-engaged, solution-oriented research can be initiated by research sponsors outside universities or by university researchers. Governments, businesses, and other organisations who initiate projects tend to rely on activities like episodic and spot contracting, strategic commissioning and longer term partnerships.\textsuperscript{29} Here the government or other organisation defines the problem to be solved and provides funding along with appropriate accountabilities to ensure progress towards the solution. This approach to research investment is a mission-driven ‘connected science’ model that specifically links funding to an end product and funds what is required for delivery.\textsuperscript{34} It contrasts with an approach that supports investigator-initiated basic science and assumes that research findings will then be applied to practical problems and translated to policy and practice.

US examples of the connected model include the funding programs associated with the Defence Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA)\textsuperscript{34,35}, related Department of Defense coordination of
research and technology development linked to the Cold War\textsuperscript{26}, the social science research procurements for Johnson’s Great Society programs in the 1960s\textsuperscript{37}, the Advanced Research Projects Agency – Energy\textsuperscript{38}, and the contemporary commissioning of sponsored projects. Other funding programs based on the connected model include the Grand Challenges program of the Gates Foundation\textsuperscript{39}, the European Commission’s Horizon 2020 Program\textsuperscript{40} and the programs of the Chan Zuckerberg Initiative\textsuperscript{41}.

**Lessons for policy makers and other representatives of non-university organizations**

The connected model of research investment is a starting point for policy-makers and others who want to directly engage university researchers on actionable solutions to real-world problems. But there are other ways to help build engagement and effective partnering.

1. Understand what researchers value and incorporate these factors into research investment frameworks and project scopes. Researchers value being able to address scientifically important research questions with the potential for new knowledge\textsuperscript{42} that lead to outputs like academic publications. Allowing or requiring researchers to publish findings and providing access to resources like data and policy expertise can be highly attractive to university researchers.

2. Recognise and communicate the value of solving practical problems. Many researchers want to produce work that is relevant beyond the academy but university reward systems can work against this interest (see below). Partners who can align project outputs with researchers’ incentives and help researchers see and realise other concrete benefits will find it easier to enlist researchers in their projects. Drivers and incentive systems that foster researcher engagement with non-university partners include the following. Government funding agencies such as the National Science Foundation, Research Councils UK and the Australian Research Council, incorporate broader social and economic impacts into their program assessment criteria\textsuperscript{43}. Working with non-university partners allows researchers to show engagement and impact that will help make funding proposals more competitive. Many countries also undertake system-wide assessments of the real-world impact of university research such as the UK’s Research Evaluation Framework\textsuperscript{44} or Australia’s Engagement and Impact Assessment\textsuperscript{45} that create favourable environmental conditions for partner-engaged research. Solving practical problems also potentially advances social and behavioral science because solutions need to work in the real world. This requirement can discipline researchers to make replicable breakthroughs\textsuperscript{5}, that is breakthroughs that will
work repeatedly. Working to solve real problems does not guarantee replicability, but focusing on solutions that will be used in real settings and contexts directs researchers to solutions that work repeatedly and robustly including in contexts that may differ from those in which they were developed. Understanding what works and when can drive social and behavioral science breakthroughs that researchers value highly.

3. Use appropriate program models. The connected model of research investment links funding to desired practical outcomes. Funding programs for connected research differ in the extent to which they allow researchers to initiate projects. For discrete projects, the required outcome is usually set by the project sponsor, but larger connected funding programs often allow researchers to initiate projects. In the United States, for instance, the Advanced Research Projects Agency – Energy (ARPA-E) supports research into new energy technologies through a combination of directed programs and open funding calls. In Australia the Try Test and Learn Fund of the Federal Department of Social Services (Social Security) supports rapid development, piloting and evaluation of innovative solutions to long-term welfare dependence. Projects can be proposed by university researchers, the private sector, not-for-profits, the Department of Social Services itself, other state and federal agencies, and consortia of these groups. Successful projects are co-designed with the Department but undertaken by project teams with access to departmental resources, such as administrative data on welfare recipients.

4. Use effective agreements. Research projects sponsored by government, business and not-for-profits will usually be covered under agreements that address different parties’ accountabilities, milestones and deliverables. Effective agreements cover issues such as the research plan and relevant responsibilities, intellectual property ownership, data requirements, ownership and sharing, publication rights, commercialisation, dispute resolution and partnership termination.

**Lessons for university researchers and administrators**

University researchers and administrators can also encourage partner-engaged, solution-oriented research.

1. Work on problems that matter to sponsors and research end-users. Under the connected model, non-university partners typically set project objectives. But university researchers who want to engage non-university partners also benefit from initiating real-world focused projects partners value. Working on real-world problems creates a strong incentive for end-
users to engage with the research and researchers.\textsuperscript{2,3} Aside from increasing relevance, working on real problems also creates conditions for research innovation and scientific breakthroughs, as I note below.

2. Approach research using models incorporating new insights to solutions, partnering, collaboration and teamwork. Putting partnerships at the centre of research frequently broadens it to include team members beyond social science and beyond universities. It also enables researchers to work in realistic settings on real questions with real data and takes advantage of complementary incentives among partners to solve problems and produce high quality research outputs\textsuperscript{31, pp. 173-178}. Solution-oriented social and behavioral science also leads to an expanded view of the full project lifecycle, from co-identifying and co-developing a shared awareness of the problem or functional requirement, determining an approach, prototyping and testing a solution, moving to scaled up implementation, and then looking to ‘scale out’ to new (real) contexts, settings and problems\textsuperscript{31}. This type of understanding parallels and extends the movement from ‘bench to bedside’ in medical and public health research\textsuperscript{47,48}, which is sometimes seen as moving from basic lab-based science to clinical practice and public health intervention in real settings.

The full project lifecycle corresponds to a Science, Engineering and Design (SED) approach to research\textsuperscript{31}.

- Science, including social and behavioral science provides understanding, description and explanation.
- Engineering helps develop solutions for known problems.
- Design brings different stakeholders together to identify requirements that help clarify new problems and new possibilities\textsuperscript{31}.

Approaching research like this influences how researchers choose problems, build teams and select methods, tools and techniques. Solution-oriented social and behavioral science also blurs the distinction between basic and applied social science because in producing solutions researchers also produce new knowledge and advance theory\textsuperscript{2,30,31,49}.

3. Use theories and research methods that fit the project life-cycle. SED principles have two direct implications for research practice. Projects that follow the full life-cycle from co-designing questions and problems, to developing, testing and implementing scaled solutions, will use many theories, methods, data and research designs. No approach adequately covers the full project life-cycle because research objectives and contexts differ across the life-cycle and between subprojects\textsuperscript{2}. At some parts of the research process, for example, researchers may need to assess if a solution works. Depending on context and problem this may require
a causal analysis, but it may also be enough to know if a solution predicts an outcome. For causal analysis, an experimental approach like a randomised controlled trial or a lab experiment may be appropriate. But if a solution has to work in highly variable complex contexts, if institutional or policy constraints prohibit randomisation, or researchers are moving from prototyping to real world implementation, other approaches such as non-experimental econometric evaluation methods, meta-analyses, systematic reviews, causal Bayes nets, process tracing, detailed ethnographic case-studies or computer simulations may be required.

4. Build teams appropriately. Research teams trying to solve real world problems will frequently be multidisciplinary as well as involving university and non-university partners. For policy and practice research and research with business and not-for-profits, stakeholder communities and end-users may be a core part of project teams or key project participants. But other team members who bring expert policy, practical or professional knowledge, data experts, and so on can also be critical. Teams may also be multidisciplinary because of the different expertise and functional capabilities needed for a solution. The examples at the beginning of this Essay included researchers from social and behavioral science, humanities, life sciences, physical sciences, engineering, and design and practice professions, as well as policy-makers, enduser groups and relevant communities.

Solution-oriented social and behavioral science also requires functionally differentiated teams; interdependent team members, working on problem design, conceptualisation, data collection and analysis, prototyping, resourcing, business development, implementation, knowledge transfer and so on. Whereas multidisciplinary research frequently involves disciplines bringing different lenses to a common research question, solution-oriented research across a project lifecycle involves bringing different functional specialists together to address aspects of solution development, validation and refinement for different contexts.

5. Listen to Partners. This is one of the most important lessons for university researchers. Partnering with non-researchers on their problems requires an important cultural shift by university researchers. As substantive and research experts, university researchers often want to start partnerships by ‘telling’ rather than listening. Telling involves researchers putting their definition of the situation on a partner’s problem. It may, for instance, involve researchers redefining or defining a partner’s problem in a way that enables a straightforward social and behavioral science solution, proposing a solution before properly understanding a problem, or trying to impose an approach that reflects scientific best
practice but is not commercially, practically or politically implementable. University researchers who want genuine partnerships working on partners’ problems, need to listen rather than tell to properly understand a problem as partners define it, and to understand partners’ needs and constraints. University researchers also need to recognise, respect and take advantage of the different types of policy, practical, and technical expertise that non-university partners bring to a research team.

6. Build fit-for-purpose university research institutions. Universities can support researchers to build effective partnerships by creating research institutions that are fit-for-purpose. Partnerships require specialist professional support in areas like research development, legal review, intellectual property, contract management and research ethics. Moreover, even extensive partnerships often depend on strong personal relationships between a few individuals with mutual trust and shared knowledge of each other’s organisations and objectives. These conditions make effective partnering difficult and may disincentivize it for university researchers in mainstream academic departments. Fit-for-purpose research institutions like appropriately configured university research institutes and centres help solve this problem. In my experience, fit-for-purpose implies the following characteristics:

- An explicit solution-oriented social and behavioral science mission
- An accompanying explicit organisational narrative of the value and benefits of solution-oriented research to wider society, to partners and stakeholders, and to researchers
- A critical mass of high quality researchers in core capability areas
- Research leaders who can model effective non-university partnering and engagement
- Professional services support in areas such as research development, legal, contract and intellectual property management, finance and human resources
- Physical and technical infrastructure and facilities
- Policies and procedures establishing transparent and fair terms and conditions for collaboration within the organisation and with outside partners
- Institutional reward and recognition systems that at the very least do not disadvantage researchers undertaking solution-oriented social science.

Research entities like this are fit-for-purpose because they aim to address coordination, cultural and resource barriers that impede research teams from working effectively on end-user defined problems for specific ends.
7. Rethink graduate training. Regardless of discipline, at least 50% of doctoral graduates will not achieve long-term traditional teaching and research academic appointments in universities. Using social and behavioral science to solve real problems provides a way to rethink social science graduate training to accommodate the diverse labour market opportunities doctoral graduates now face. Some elements of a reconfigured approach to doctoral training include:

- Recognising that the primary purpose of graduate training is to produce a doctoral graduate who is well equipped for jobs inside and outside universities
- Making available current and time series data on doctoral graduate employment outcomes to help students choose schools and programs and understand associated outcomes
- Implementing a comprehensive researcher development framework like Vitae that recognises multiple researcher domains or competencies such as engagement and influence, research governance, and personal effectiveness as well as disciplinary and technical knowledge and ability
- Incorporating structured experiences of university-non-university partnering, such as co-design with government, industry and not-for-profits, of doctoral projects, workplace internships, and/or data or resource sharing
- Providing a comprehensive vehicle like an academic portfolio of skills, experiences and outputs that enables graduates to recognise and evidence their skills and experiences to employers
- Supporting the development of transferrable skills, such as disciplinary knowledge, data and methods skills, communication, problem solving, project management, creativity, teamwork and working with others outside the organisation, that are relevant to university and non-university based research
- Building and encouraging graduates’ “intellectual self confidence” to work on problems that are set by partners rather than chosen by researchers, including working in ways that are unfamiliar and challenging with others who have different perspectives and expertise.

8. Realign cultures, norms and incentives within universities. Inside universities academic and disciplinary cultures do not always reward and recognise such partnering. But realigning university recruitment and reward systems to recognise cross-disciplinary and cross-sectoral partnering and solutions-based research outcomes is possible. New reward and incentive systems should complement existing systems as solution-oriented partner-engaged research
complements discipline-oriented research. Recognising and rewarding factors like non-university employment, non-traditional academic research outputs, or cross-disciplinary and cross-sectoral research collaboration in university hiring and promotion illustrates some potential changes⁶⁰.

Constructing scientific objectives as problems needing solutions or challenges to be overcome and embedding research within appropriate institutions and frameworks has driven innovation in computing, jet propulsion, lasers, satellites, cell phones, the Internet, GPS, digital imaging, nuclear and solar power and sequencing the human genome⁶⁶,⁶¹. Social and behavioral science based on solving real world problems and partnering deeply within and outside universities has substantial promise for improving policy and practice, enhancing relevance and impact and generating innovative breakthrough research.
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